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C O L L E C T I O N

OUR STORY
The growing anticipation as you approach,
knowing the surface of the water lies idol, with a
glassy sheen. The powerful draw of an off-shore
breeze, shaping waves into pure perfection. The
thunder of rapids after a recent rain penetrating
a fine mountain mist, as you prepare for a rapid
descent. The rush of adrenalin as your lifetime
passion morphs into all out competition.
Enth Degree is a range of Technical
Performance Wear specifically designed
for use in high-performance Water Sports.
Tested in Australia & New Zealand’s harshest
environments, our garments adapt to varying
weather conditions and exertion levels and
regulate your core body temperature.
Wet or dry, hot or cold, the Enth Degree
garments help control your core temperature
longer, enhancing your performance throughout.
TAKES YOU THERE.
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TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

QUICKDRY
FIBRE

>

KEY PERFORMANCE

>

>

KEY PERFORMANCE

Brushed internal lining and low
profile flat-lock stitching for
maximum comfort.

Maximizing airflow against the
skin and material surfaces,
keeping core temperate down.

Soft touch feel against the skin for maximum comfort.

UV 50+ sun protection.

High-level breathability avoids
overheating.

High-level breathability avoids
overheating.

OUTER LAYER

UV 50+ sun protection.

UV 50+ sun protection.

Wicks cool moisture away from the body.

Performance woven Nylon Lycra with water repellant
treatment facilitates ease of movement, fast water
run-off, quick drying and anti wind-chill. UV 50+.
MIDDLE LAYER
Windproof, breathable PU Membrane adhered with
advanced dot lamination technique for optimum
flexibility. Wicks cool moisture away from the body
on the surface when dry. Traps warm water against
the skin when wet. Stops surface wind-chill.
>

KEY PERFORMANCE

Touch dry within minutes after use, eliminating the
discomfort of a wet wetsuit.

Thermal heat retention properties keeping you warm.

>

>

Channel flow weave achieves
quick drying times.

Soft touch fleece for maximum comfort.

>

KEY PERFORMANCE
Ultimate 4-way freedom of
movement.

Fast water run-off, quick drying and anti wind-chill.

>

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION

>

Thermal heat retention properties keeping you warm.
Ultimate high stretch for performance and fit.
>

“Neospan” super stretch abrasion resistant nylon
lining that facilitates ease of movement and ensures
the external longevity of garments.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
185 g/m2 Channel Flow weave
Polyester Lycra with Water
Repellant, UV treatment offering
50+ protection and extreme
breathability. Channel Flow
weave allow water to quickly
pass through the material
achieving incredibly quick
drying times.

240 g/m2 ridge weave brushed
nylon Lycra with UV 50+
treatment, provides the
ultimate 4-way freedom of
movement, controlled core
temperature regulation and
soft touch anti-chaffing.

INNER LAYER
385 g/m2 soft-touch fleece, offering superior comfort
against the skin, moisture wicking characteristic and
thermal heat retention properties keeping you warm,
either wet or dry.

OUTER LAYER

>

MIDDLE LAYER
Lightweight expanded “S Foam” that is soft to
touch, light to wear and offers high level stretch
characteristics ensuring maximum flexibility and
function during high intensity performance.

>

INNER LAYER
A custom designed 200 g/m2 Quickdry fleece
constructed from a proprietory water repellant fibre,
coupled with a strategic fast water flow pattern
design, enables “dry to touch” times within 10
minutes of full saturation.

PERFORMANCE RATING
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WEIGHT
WARMTH
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AIR FLOW
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F E AT U R E S

UTILITY
POCKET

F E AT U R E S

HEADPHONE
PORT

ZIPLESS
ENTRY

ANGLED
NECK

QUICK ADJUST
WAIST SYSTEM

WATER DRAINAGE
SYSTEM

NON-SLIP
3D PRINTING

THUMB
LOOP

PARABOLIC
CONE CUFF

AQUAGUARD
WATER REPELLENT

ACTIVE USE

INTERNAL
SEAM TAPE
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GLUE BLIND
STITCHED
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TOP: FIORD LS MALE
BOTTOM: AVEIRO SHORTS UNISEX

TECHNICAL
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TOP: FIORD LS FEMALE

FIORD LS

TECHNICAL

TECHNICAL TOP / MALE
TECHNOLOGIES

The Fiord Long Sleeve Top is a garment
designed with the utmost versatility in
mind. Through its development, input was
gathered from experts across a range of
sports including Open Ocean Paddlers,
White Water Rafters and SUP Surfers to
name just a few. The Fiord LS’s versatility
comes from the precision arrangement
of 385gsm Fernotherm3 and 240gsm
Activflex material panels. Fiord LS will
take you where ever you want to go with
unrivalled comfort and functionality.
FIORD - Geologically, a fiord is long, narrow, deep inlet
of the sea between high cliffs, as in Norway, typically
formed by submergence of a glaciated valley.

FEATURES
YKK AquaGuard®
water repellent zipper

High-stretch
Neoprene Neck

Angled Comfort
Neck Seal

Windproof Breathable
PU Membrane

Integrated Utility Pocket
with Headphone port

Soft Touch brushed
internal lining

Quick Adjust
Waist System

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellant outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• 4-Way stretch panels
• Soft touch brushed internal lining
• High-stretch neoprene neck
• UV 50+ sun protection

4-Way Stretch Panels

DESIGN FEATURES
• YKK AquaGuard® water repellent zipper
• Integrated utility pocket with headphone port
• Quick adjust waist system
• Board short connection loop
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Angled comfort neck seal
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
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FIORD LS

TECHNICAL

CIRRUS LSS

TECHNICAL TOP / FEMALE

TECHNICAL TOP / FEMALE

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

The Fiord Long Sleeve Top is a garment
designed with the utmost versatility in
mind. Through its development, input was
gathered from experts across a range of
sports including Open Ocean Paddlers,
White Water Rafters and SUP Surfers to
name just a few. The Fiord LS’s versatility
comes from the precision arrangement
of 385gsm Fernotherm3 and 240gsm
Activflex material panels. Fiord LS will
take you where ever you want to go with
unrivalled comfort and functionality.

Inspired by women the world over who
push themselves to the limits every day,
the Cirrus LSS is a Long Sleeve Spring
Suit designed specifically for females and
utilizes a strategic combination of 385gsm
Fernotherm3 and 240gsm Activflex material.
The core panels of the garment offer
maximum warmth and wind-resistance,
whilst the high-performance active panels
of the garment, under the arms and around
the thighs, have been made more flexible
and breathable to allow greater freedom of
movement and to avoid over-heating.

FIORD - Geologically, a fiord is long, narrow, deep inlet
of the sea between high cliffs, as in Norway, typically
formed by submergence of a glaciated valley.

CIRRUS - Cloud forming wispy filamentous tufted
streaks or ‘mare’s tails’ at high altitude (usually 5 to 13
km, 16,500 to 45,000 ft)

FEATURES

FEATURES

YKK AquaGuard®
water repellent zipper

High-stretch
Neoprene Neck

Angled Comfort
Neck Seal

Windproof Breathable
PU Membrane

Integrated Utility Pocket
with Headphone port

Soft Touch brushed
internal lining

Quick Adjust
Waist System

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellant outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• 4-Way stretch panels
• Soft touch brushed internal lining
• High-stretch neoprene neck
• UV 50+ sun protection
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TECHNICAL

4-Way Stretch Panels

DESIGN FEATURES
• YKK AquaGuard® water repellent zipper
• Integrated utility pocket with headphone port
• Quick adjust waist system
• Board short connection loop
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Angled comfort neck seal
• Re-usable dry bag packaging

Open-cut neoprene
comfort neck

Female specific
performance cut panels

YKK front
adjustment zipper

Windproof Breathable
PU Membrane

Soft Touch brushed
internal lining

Integrated Rear
Utility Pocket

Hi-vis sleeves

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellant outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• 4-Way stretch panels
• Soft touch brushed internal lining
• UV 50+ sun protection

4-Way Stretch Panels

DESIGN FEATURES
• YKK front adjustment zipper
• Integrated rear utility pocket
• Female specific performance cut panels
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Open-cut neoprene comfort neck
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
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LEFT TOP & BOTTOM:
FIORD LS MALE, AVEIRO PANTS UNISEX
RIGHT: CIRRUS LSS FEMALE

WETSUITS
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KENETIC 3/2 LSS

WETSUITS

ALTUM 3/2 LSS

WETSUIT / MALE

WETSUIT / FEMALE

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

The first in our new series of Zipperless
suit designs, the Kenetic is the ultimate
combination of form, fit, flexibility and
function. The Zipperless design provides the
ultimate freedom of movement during high
intensity activity. A custom 200gsm Quick
Dry water repellent fibre in critical areas
of the suit aids in the quick dry process
and ensures you are putting on a ‘dry’ suit
every time. Couple this with the highest
stretch neoprene available, GBS seams and
compressed edge wrist and leg seals to
reduce water entry, and the Kenetic will not
let you down wherever you choose to take it.

Built to form perfectly to the female body, the
Altum 3/2’s combination of style, functionality
and supreme comfort make this suit stand out
from the crowd. Front zip closure is easy to get
on and gives a complete sense of unrestricted
freedom of movement during use. Strategically
positioned 200gsm custom Quick Dry panels
eliminate the uncomfortable task of donning a
wet wetsuit. Unique quick dry water repellent
fibre aids in the quick dry process and ensures
you are putting on a ‘dry’ suit every time. Add
this to the compressed edge wrist and legs
seals and smooth-skin neck seal and you will
be warm and toasty on the coldest of days.

KENETIC - Used generally, kinetic can simply mean
“dynamic” or “lively”. In physics, the kinetic energy of an
object is the energy that it possesses due to its motion.

ALTUM - The deep, the sea in Latin. The deeper parts
of the ocean, especially those beyond the edge of the
continental shelf.

KENETIC NAVY

KENETIC RED

FEATURES

FEATURES

Smooth-skin
neck seal

Water drainage design
at front and rear

Zipperless
entry design

Q-Dry lining
technology

Glued & Blind Stitched
(GBS) seams

3/2mm High stretch
neoprene

Internal seam tape

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• 3/2mm high stretch neoprene
• Glued & blind stitched (GBS) seams
• Internal seam tape in critical stress areas
• Custom 200gsm Q-Dry lining technology
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WETSUITS

Compressed edge
wrist and leg seals

DESIGN FEATURES
• Zipperless entry design
• Compressed edge wrist and leg seals
• Water drainage design at front and rear
• Smooth skin neck seal

Smooth-skin
neck seal

Water drainage design
at front and rear

YKK chest zip
closure design

Q-Dry lining
technology

Glued & Blind Stitched
(GBS) seams

Anatomical
female cut

Internal seam tape

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• 3/2mm high stretch neoprene
• Glued & blind stitched (GBS) seams
• Internal seam tape in critical stress areas
• Custom 200gsm Q-Dry lining technology

Compressed edge
wrist and leg seals

DESIGN FEATURES
• YKK chest zip closure design
• Anatomical female cut
• Compressed edge wrist and leg seals
• Water drainage design at front and rear
• Smooth-skin neck seal
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TOP: ATOLL HV FEMALE
BOTTOM: AVEIRO SHORTS UNISEX

TOPS AND
L AY E R I N G
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TUNDRA LS

T O P S & L AY E R I N G

ASSANA LSS

TOP / MALE

T O P S & L AY E R I N G

SUIT / FEMALE

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

The Tundra in its development has been
taken through its paces by test pilots across
a range of sports; resulting in the best piece
of multi-sport gear perfect for applications
such as Kayak clothing, SUP clothing, Kite
Surfing tops and Dive Wetsuits. The Tundra’s
performance comes from its material and
design. The anti-wind chill of the 385gsm
Fernotherm3, makes it perfect for above water
sports and soft touch internal lining beats all
competitors when worn below the water. Form
cut performance design and the unique ‘silver
back” aesthetics encapsulate the high tech
performance capabilities of this unique top.

The Assana with its sleek feminine lines
was brought to life by a demand for new
innovation in womens SUP clothing and
watersports wear. Designed to be used
stand alone or coupled with a pant or short,
the Assana forms part of Enth Degree’s
Fernotherm3 Series of women’s active wear
purpose built for water sports. The anti-wind
chill of the 385gsm Fernotherm3, makes
it perfect for above water sports and the
internal membrane traps water against the
body when worn below the water keeping
users warmer for longer, similar in its thermal
properties to a 2mm Neoprene.

TUNDRA - A vast, flat, treeless Arctic region of Europe,
Asia, and North America in which the subsoil is
permanently frozen.

ASSANA - A cascade of water falling from a height,
formed when a river or stream flows over a precipice or
steep incline in Irish.

FEATURES

FEATURES

High-stretch
neoprene neck

Windproof breathable
PU membrane

Soft-touch moisture
wicking fleece

Hi-vis reflective print
and silver back design

Open-cut neoprene
comfort neck

High-stretch
neoprene neck
Windproof breathable
PU membrane

YKK front
adjustment zipper

Hi-vis reflective print
Quick Adjust
Waist System

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• 4-Way stretch panels
• High-stretch neoprene neck
• UV 50+ sun protection
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4-Way stretch panels

DESIGN FEATURES
• Quick adjust waist system
• Board short connection loop
• Hi-vis reflective print and silver back design
• Neoprene comfort neck seal
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
• Male specific high- performance cuts

Soft-touch moisture
wicking fleece

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• 4-Way stretch panels
• High-stretch neoprene neck
• UV 50+ sun protection

4-Way stretch panels

DESIGN FEATURES
• YKK front adjustment zipper
• Female specific performance cut panels
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Open-cut neoprene comfort neck
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
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MERIDIAN V

T O P S & L AY E R I N G

ATOLL HV

VEST / MALE & FEMALE

HOODED VEST / MALE & FEMALE
TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

Equally as effective as a layered
undergarment, or used stand alone, the
Meridian Vest keeps your core warmer
for longer. Designed using Enth Degrees
385gsm Fernotherm3 material, the
Meridian is designed to offer you thermal
protection where it matters most, whist
not effecting freedom of movement in
any way. Neat features like the hidden
Utility Pocket, Quick-adjust waist system
and board short connection loop provide
functionality and flexibility along with
thermal performance.
MERIDIAN - A circle of constant longitude passing
through a given place on the earth’s surface and the
terrestrial poles.

T O P S & L AY E R I N G

Given that 25% of heat loss occurs through
the head, we developed the Atoll HV as the
ultimate hood and vest combination giving
maximum warmth whilst still maintaining
comfort and flexibility. Designed to be used
as a stand-alone garment in water sports
or equally as effective when layered under
a wetsuit, the Atoll HV has you covered.
Forming part of the Fernotherm3 Series the
Atoll HV is perfectly suited to watersports
such as Scuba Diving, and Snorkeling where
full submersion in water is the order of the
day. The integrated Neoprene face seal acts
as the ultimate wind and water stopper.
MERIDIAN MALE

MERIDIAN FEMALE

ATOLL - A ring-shaped coral reef or a string of closely
spaced small coral islands, enclosing or nearly enclosing
a shallow lagoon.

ATOLL MALE

ATOLL FEMALE

FEATURES
FEATURES
Nylon lycra
edge trim

Windproof breathable
PU membrane

High-stretch
neoprene face seal

Integrated hood

Soft-touch moisture
wicking fleece

4-Way stretch panels

Soft-touch moisture
wicking fleece

Nylon lycra edge trim

Quick Adjust
Waist System

Hidden utility pocket

Quick Adjust
Waist System

Windproof breathable
PU membrane

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• 4-Way stretch panels
• Nylon lycra edge trim
• UV 50+ sun protection
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DESIGN FEATURES
• Hidden utility pocket
• Quick adjust waist system
• Board short connection loop
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
• Male and female specific cuts

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• Nylon lycra edge trim
• High-stretch neoprene face seal
• UV 50+ sun protection

DESIGN FEATURES
• Quick adjust waist system
• Integrated hood
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Form cut freedom paneling
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
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NEKTON HLS

T O P S & L AY E R I N G

BARRIER FS

HOODED TOP / MALE & FEMALE

FULL SUIT / MALE & FEMALE
TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

The Nekton HLS takes you to extreme
environs with the added warmth and comfort
of long sleeves. Designed to be used as an
undergarment or stand alone, the Nekton
is the ideal garment when retaining heat
during watersports is critical. With a back
zipper entry maintaining a sleek design and
no cumbersome zip to get in your way, the
Nekton is easy to slip on and off. Featuring
Fernotherm3 for anti-wind chill properties,
soft touch internal lining for warmth, and
integrated Neoprene face seal the Nekton is
the ultimate in wind and water protection.
NEKTON - A nekton is a group of water or marine
organisms that travel together freely. They tend to
move without the help of the current.

T O P S & L AY E R I N G

The Barrier Full Suit provides full body
exposure protection with the ease of a
back-zipper entry. Wear as a stand-alone
full body exposure suit for SUP, Surf, kite
surfing or diving, or layer under a standard
neoprene wetsuit in the cooler months.
Offering a unique four-way stretch, seals at
the neck, ankle and wrist areas, this suit is
designed with comfort and stretch in mind.
With the 385gsm Fernotherm3 outer layer
offering anti-wind chill properties, and the
soft touch internal lining proving warmth and
comfort, the Barrier full suit is the ultimate in
exposure and thermal protection.
NEKTON MALE

NEKTON FEMALE

BARRIER - A long, narrow ridge of coral that runs
parallel to the mainland and is separated from it by
a channel of deep water.

FEATURES

BARRIER MALE

FEATURES
Integrated hood
High-stretch
neoprene face seal

Windproof breathable
PU membrane

Soft-touch moisture
wicking fleece

YKK waterproof zipper with
streamline invisible teething

Nylon lycra
edge trim

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-tough moisture wicking fleece
• Nylon lycra edge trim
• Hi-stretch neoprene face seal
• UV 50+ sun protection
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Back zip entry point

DESIGN FEATURES
• Back zip entry point
• Integrated hood
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Form cut freedom paneling
• YKK waterproof zipper with
streamline invisible teething

High-stretch
neoprene neck

Industry leading PK
stainless slider

Windproof breathable
PU membrane

Rubber tab at
base of zipper

Soft-touch moisture
wicking Fleece

High stretch neoprene
wrists and ankles seals

3D-Gel applied
to knee area

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• UV 50+ sun protection
• High stretch neoprene wrists
and ankles seals

BARRIER FEMALE

DESIGN FEATURES
• Contoured collar with velcro adjustment
• Industry leading PK zipper
• Rubber tab at base of zipper for easy grip
• 3D-Gel applied to knee area for
abrasion protection
• Male and female specific cuts
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LEFT: BOMBORA LS FEMALE
RIGHT TOP & BOTTOM:
BOMBORA LS MALE, AVEIRO SHORTS UNISEX

LIGHTWEIGHT
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BOMBORA LS

LIGHTWEIGHT

GLACIER HLS

TOP / MALE & FEMALE

HOODED TOP / UNISEX

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

Carefully designed with high-intensity
watersports in mind the Bombora LS
utilizes the unique 240gsm Activflex
material. The design focus ensures the
garment conforms to the body, whilst
still maintaining an unrestricted range of
movement. The breathable nature of the
Activflex avoids overheating, whilst the
brushed internal lining provides superior
softness and anti-chaffing characteristics
against the skin. Low profile flat-lock
joining of the ergonomically designed
active panels keeps the garment firmly in
place through all levels of intense activity.
BOMBORA - A wave which forms over a submerged
offshore reef or rock, sometimes breaking heavily and
producing a dangerous stretch of broken water.

The Glacier Hooded Long Sleeve Garment
is a unique combination of design and
material functionality that offers 50+ UV
sun protection whilst maintaining airflow
against the skin during activity keeping
the core temperature controlled. The full
body front zip allow for fast donning and
doffing should variations in weather and
activity level occur during use. Wrist thumb
loops keep sleeves in place and an easily
accessible rear zippered pocket make the
Glacier one of the most, multi-functional
watersports garments on the market.

BOMBORA MALE

BOMBORA FEMALE

FEATURES

Breathable weave

Integrated
Utility Pocket

Soft Touch brushed
internal lining

Reinforced
thumb loops

4-Way stretch panels

• 4-Way stretch panels
• Soft touch brushed internal lining
• Breathable weave
• High warmth to weigh ratio
• UV 50+ sun protection
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GLACIER - A slowly moving mass or river of ice formed
by the accumulation and compaction of snow on
mountains or near the poles.

FEATURES

Double rolled
comfort neck

TECHNICAL FEATURES

LIGHTWEIGHT

DESIGN FEATURES
• Reinforced thumb loops
• Integrated Utility Pocket
• Performance cut panels
• Double rolled comfort neck
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
• Male and female specific cuts

Sun protection hood

Channel flow weave

Lightweight YKK
front zipper

Water repellent
outer treatment

Reinforced
thumb loops

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Quickdry channel flow weave
• Water repellent outer treatment
• UV 50+ sun protection

Rear zippered pocket

DESIGN FEATURES
• Lightweight YKK front zipper
• Sun protection hood
• Reinforced thumb loops
• Rear zippered pocket
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
• Unisex panel designs
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AVEIRO

TOP: FIORD LS MALE
BOTTOM: AVEIRO PANTS UNISEX

PANT S

PANTS & SHORTS / UNISEX
TECHNOLOGIES

The Aveiro Pants bring a new level of
comfort to thermal protection of the
lower body. The Core panels of the
garments utilizes Enth Degrees 385gsm
Fernotherm3 material, offering supreme
comfort, flexibility and water resistance,
whist maintaining breathability to avoid
overheating. A hidden utility pocket,
non-slip neoprene waistband both add to
the uniqueness of this multi-use garment.
The Midriff design of the Aveiro Short
eliminates any issues caused by Ride-up,
during high intensity activity.

PANT S

AVEIRO - The Aveiro lagoon (Ria de Aveiro) is a
lagoon in Portugal. This 45-kilometer-long lagoon
stands as one of Europe’s last remaining untouched
coastal marshland.

AVEIRO SHORTS

FEATURES

AVEIRO PANTS

High-stretch
lycra waist

Non-slip neoprene
waist band

Integrated
utility pocket

Windproof breathable
PU membrane

Nylon lycra
leg seals

TECHNICAL FEATURES
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• Nylon lycra leg seals
• High-stretch lycra waist
• UV 50+ sun protection

Soft-touch moisture
wicking fleece

DESIGN FEATURES
• Midriff ride-up lycra panel
• Non-slip neoprene waist band
• Integrated utility pocket
• Hi-vis reflective print
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
• Unisex panel designs
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LEFT TOP & BOTTOM:
FIORD LS MALE, AVEIRO PANTS UNISEX
RIGHT: BOMBORA LS FEMALE

F3 HOOD

F3 SOCKS

HOOD / UNISEX

SOCKS / UNISEX

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

The F3 Hood makes use of Fernotherm3
technology using soft-touch fleece
which offers superior comfort against
the skin, moisture wicking characteristic
and thermal heat retention properties.
These factors combine to keep your
head warm whether you’re wet or dry.
The F3 Hood works as a stand alone
hood, yet is also designed to be layered
underneath another neoprene hood for
an unbeatable level of protection.

Once you’ve experienced the performance
of the F3 Socks with grey neoprene ankle
seals you’ll be hooked. Constructed
from Fernotherm3 for superior warmth
characteristics these socks will keep your
feet snug and lock in warmth.

FEATURES

FEATURES

ACCESSORIES

• Counteract heat loss from the head
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Neoprene face seal
• Lycra binding finish
• 4-way Stretch
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
• UV 50+ sun protection

• Keeps feet warm in both above and
below water situations
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Water repellent outer treatment
• Neoprene ankle seal
• 4-way Stretch
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
• UV 50+ sun protection
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F3 GLOVES

QD GLOVES

QD BOOTS

GLOVES / UNISEX

GLOVES / UNISEX

BOOTS / UNISEX

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

The ultimate combination of flexibility,
warmth and comfort in a lightweight
package. The advanced thermal
properties of all ED garments are
immediately distinguishable in these
Fernotherm3 gloves, coupled with the
familiar four way stretch which gives your
fingers the freedom they need to perform
the finer adjustments that are demanded
in high level watersports.

The ultimate combination of warmth,
flexibility and comfort. Featuring the
same super high stretch neoprene and
custom 200gsm Quick Dry lining found
in the Kenetic and Altum wetsuit series,
the QD Glove provides advanced thermal
properties for any situation. The high
stretch 2mm neoprene provides the
flexibility your hands need to perform the
finer adjustments that are demanded in
high level watersports.

Fully lined with a custom 200gsm Quick
Dry fleece lining, the QD Enth Degree
boots are designed for warmth and
comfort and will ensure you are putting on
a ‘dry’ boot every time. Made from high
stretch neoprene, they are incredibly easy
to slip on and off, and so comfortable and
flexible there’s no need for an annoying,
uncomfortable, leaky zipper. The angled
ankle sits at a position that is natural
to any active water sports enthusiast.
Featuring an innovative cone seal around
the top to prevent water ingress, the QD
boot also comes with a free pair of Enth
Degree branded boot liners.

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Glue coated lining in palms
• 2mm high-stretch neoprene
• Custom 200gsm Q-Dry lining technology
• Neoprene wrist seal
• High-vis reflective print
• Re-usable dry bag packaging

• Custom 200gsm Q-Dry lining technology
• Angled ankle design for flexibility
and comfort
• Parabolic cone cuff zipless entry design
• Smooth Skin seal at cone cuff entry
• Non-Slip semi rigid sole
• Fin stopper on heel

• Water repellent outer treatment
• Windproof breathable PU membrane
• Soft-touch moisture wicking fleece
• Neoprene wrist seal
• 4-way Stretch
• Re-usable dry bag packaging
• UV 50+ sun protection
36
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SIZING CHARTS

SIZING CHARTS

MENS TOPS
(cm)

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Chest

91

96

101

106

111

116

77

82

87

92

97

102

Waist

HOOD

63-66 65-68 67-70 69-72 71-74 73-76

Sleeve

HOOD
MENS TOPS

WOMENS TOPS
& SUITS

HOW TO MEASURE

WOMENS TOPS AND FULL SUITS
6

(cm)

CHEST/BUST - Measure around the fullest part of
your chest or bust.
WAIST - Measure around your waistline, the
narrowest point of your torso.
HIP - Measure around the fullest part of your hips.
SLEEVE: Measure from shoulder down the arm to
the wrist.

8

10

12

14

16

(US4)

(US6)

76

80

84

88

92

96

58

62

66

70

74

78

78

82

86

90

94

98

Bust
Waist
Hip

(US8) (US10) (US12)

CHIN - Measure around your chin.
NECK - Measure around your neck.
PALM - Measure around your palm.
WRIST - Measure around your wrist.

WAIST - Measure around your waistline.
HIP - Measure around the fullest part of your hips.
INSEAM - Measure from the top of inside leg
to ankle.

HOW TO MEASURE
CHEST - Measure around the fullest part of
your chest.
CUFF - Measure around your wrist.
SLEEVE - Measure from shoulder down the
arm to the wrist.

38

Chin

36

37

38

39

Neck

50

51

52

53

(cm)

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

Palm

20

21

22

23

24

25

Wrist

15

16

17

18

19

20

(cm)

S-M

M-L

L-XL

Length

23-24.5

25-26.7

27-28.3

UNISEX PANTS AND SHORTS
(cm)

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Waist

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

Hip

82

87

92

97

102

107

112

Inseam-pants

65

69

74

79

84

89

94

BOOTS

HOW TO MEASURE
ANKLE - Measure around your ankle.
FOOT - Measure the length from heel
to toes.

JACKET

XL

SOCKS

FOOT - Measure the length from heel to toes.

HOW TO MEASURE

L

55-58 57-60 59-62 61-64 63-66 65-68

Sleeve

HOW TO MEASURE

SHORTS

M

GLOVES

SOCKS

PANTS

S

GLOVES

HOW TO MEASURE

(US2)

(cm)

BOOTS
(cm)

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Ankle

13.5

14

14.5

15

15.7

16.3

17

17.5

18

Length

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

WARRANT Y

UNISEX JACKET
(cm)

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Chest

100

105

110

115

120

125

130

Hip

96

101

106

111

116

121

126

Cuff

18.6

19.3

20

20.7

21.4

22.1

22.8

Sleeve

68

70

72

74

76

78

80

Enth Degree products are warranted to the original owner against defects in materials and
workmanship for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase. General Wear and Tear
through use is excluded from this Warranty. For further details and specific of our warranty policy,
please visit ENTH-DEGREE.COM.
ENTH DEGREE INTERNATIONAL

4 Scotch Court, Rosebud, Victoria, 3939 AUSTRALIA
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